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Probabilistic word pre-activation during language
comprehension inferred from electrical brain activity
Katherine A DeLong1, Thomas P Urbach1 & Marta Kutas1,2
Despite the numerous examples of anticipatory cognitive processes at micro and macro levels in many animal species, the idea
that anticipation of specific words plays an integral role in real-time language processing has been contentious. Here we exploited
a phonological regularity of English indefinite articles (‘an’ precedes nouns beginning with vowel sounds, whereas ‘a’ precedes
nouns beginning with consonant sounds) in combination with event-related brain potential recordings from the human scalp to
show that readers’ brains can pre-activate individual words in a graded fashion to a degree that can be estimated from the
probability that each word is given as a continuation for a sentence fragment offline. These findings are evidence that readers
use the words in a sentence (as cues to their world knowledge) to estimate relative likelihoods for upcoming words.

Despite the variety of real-time processing domains across the phylogenetic spectrum in which anticipatory processing has been observed (at
both micro and macro levels), the concept of anticipation has played a
relatively minor role in language processing theories. Human languages
offer unlimited possibilities not only for saying new things but also for
saying old things in new ways—far too many ways, some have argued,
to make prediction of words a viable and effective strategy except when
contextual constraint is unusually high1. Accordingly, early language
processing models often included some form of memory buffer wherein
sentential elements were temporarily stored for later integration at
phrasal, clausal or sentence boundaries2–6. Since the 1970s, however, the
consensus view has been that sentence processing is continuous and
incremental, with provisional commitments made that at least temporarily resolve linguistic ambiguities as each word is processed upon its
occurrence and rapidly integrated into the sentence representation7–16.
More recently, a few researchers have argued for the predictive power
of context in generating expectancies during sentence processing, but it
has proven difficult to distinguish prediction from integration. What
some researchers take as evidence for neural pre-activation (prediction,
at a psychological level), others take as a sign of the ease or difficulty in
integrating words into message-level representations upon, but not
before, their occurrence. A case in point is the N400 component
observed in event-related brain potential (ERP) studies, in which
cortical neuronal ensembles generate potentials measurable at the scalp.
The N400 (B200–500 ms post–item onset) is the brain’s neural
response to any potentially meaningful item. Its amplitude is sensitive
to word frequency, repetition and concreteness, among other factors.
The N400 is especially large to nouns that do not meaningfully fit with
their preceding contexts17. However, N400s also characterize responses
to all but the most highly expected nouns, even when they fit
contextually, with amplitudes inversely related (r E 0.9) to their

offline cloze probabilities18. An item’s cloze probability is the percentage of individuals that continue a sentence fragment with that item in
an offline sentence completion task. Despite the sensitivity of the N400
in response to offline semantic expectancy, it is impossible to determine
whether variation in N400 amplitude in response to eliciting words
during online, real-time sentence processing means that comprehenders are using context to generate expectancies for upcoming items
(prediction view) or whether they are forced by the words themselves to
devote more or fewer resources to integrating words into sentence
representations (integration view).
Tracking prediction in sentence processing requires a measure that
has high temporal resolution (such as ERPs, magnetoencephalogram or
eye movements) and does not alter the comprehension process under
study. Additionally, it calls for a design that precludes interpretation in
terms of integrative difficulty. A few recent ERP and eye-tracking studies
have demonstrated contextually generated expectancies for semantic or
syntactic features of upcoming words19–27. None, however, has demonstrated contextual generation of expectancies for specific word forms in
semantically meaningful, syntactically well-formed sentences.
To this end, we designed an experiment which capitalized on the
phonological regularity in English whereby the singular indefinite
article meaning ‘some one thing’ is phonologically realized as ‘an’
before words beginning with a vowel sound and ‘a’ before words
beginning with a consonant sound (for example, ‘an airplane’ and ‘a
kite’). To determine whether comprehenders pre-activate specific
articles and nouns before their occurrence, we used sentences of varying
constraint that led to expectations for particular consonant- or vowelinitial nouns. Across sentences, target nouns ranged from highly
probable to unlikely, based on offline cloze probability norming. For
instance, given ‘The day was breezy so the boy went outside to flyy,’
the most likely continuation was ‘a kite’ (cloze of ‘a’ ¼ 86%, ‘kite’ ¼
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Figure 1 ERP waveforms and correlations between N400 amplitude and
cloze probability showing that specific words were predicted during language
comprehension. Articles and nouns were analyzed separately. (a) Illustrative
ERPs at the midline central (vertex) recording site according to median splits
on cloze probabilities. Negative amplitudes are plotted upwards. Both articles
and nouns with o50% cloze elicited greater negativity between 200–500 ms
post-stimulus onset (N400) than those with Z50% cloze. Although the
ERPs include responses to both article types (‘a’, ‘an’) and both noun types
(‘kite’, ‘airplane’), a single sample sentence is provided for simplicity.
(b) Mean N400 amplitudes were inversely correlated with items’ cloze
probabilities. Scatter diagrams show strong inverse relations between cloze
and N400 amplitude at the vertex for both articles (r ¼ –0.68, P o 0.05)
and nouns (r ¼ –0.79, P o 0.01). Best-fitting regression lines are also
plotted. (c) The r-values for all 26 electrode sites plotted on an idealized
head, looking down, nose at the top. Darker shading indicates larger negative
correlations, with r-values between sites estimated by spherical spline
interpolation. The dotted circle demarcates the vertex. Although ERP
prediction effects were slightly larger over the right hemisphere for both
articles and nouns and over posterior sites for nouns, the correlations for
both articles and nouns showed maximal values over centroparietal sites,
with a right hemisphere bias only for the articles (see Supplementary Note
for detailed distributional analyses).
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RESULTS
We obtained offline probabilities for all article and noun targets.
Participants were asked to provide the best continuations for sentences
truncated before the article or noun. Article cloze ranged from 0–96%;
noun cloze ranged from 0–100%. These broad ranges of expectancy
allowed for analysis of the correlations between the ERP effects and the
offline probabilities of the relevant continuations.
In the ERP experiment, different participants read sentences of
varying contextual constraint that included target articles and nouns
with large ranges of cloze. Across participants the same sentence
context appeared with both higher- and lower-probability articles
and nouns. Notably, although some continuations were more probable
than others, none was nonsensical, barring participants from developing a strategy (conscious or unconscious) whereby an improbable
article was taken to signal an impending semantic anomaly.
ERP recording and analyses
To measure brain activity associated with prediction effects, we
recorded electroencephalograms at 26 scalp locations as 32 participants read sentences word-by-word from a CRT at a rate of 2 words/s
(200-ms duration each). ERPs were analyzed for target articles and
nouns in 160 sentences, with 16 participants viewing each item. The
160 articles and nouns were sorted into ten equal-width bins as a
function of each item’s cloze probability, from highest (90–100%) to
lowest (0–10%). ERPs for each 10% bin were averaged first within, then
across, participants. The average numerical cloze probability of each
Vertex ERPs by median split on cloze probability,
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89%). However, the sentence could continue with a plausible, though
less likely, alternative such as ‘an airplane’. Based on previous studies we
knew that the N400 in response to ‘kite’ would be smaller than that to
‘airplane’, and more generally that noun N400 amplitude would be
highly inversely correlated with cloze probability. However, as previously mentioned, the pattern of noun effects may be a consequence
either of the brain’s ‘surprise’ at encountering an item different than
what it expects (‘prediction view’), or greater difficulty integrating the
received word into the sentence representation (‘integration view’).
Indeed, on the basis of our experiences, ‘kite’ may be easier to
integrate into the developing sentence representation than ‘airplane’.
Given the difference in their meanings, it is likely that ‘kite’ and
‘airplane’ also differ in how well they fit with event schemas that the
sentence ‘brings to mind’ through semantic memory processes. However, whereas ‘kite’ and ‘airplane’ differ in meaning, ‘a’ and ‘an’ do not,
being distinguished only by their phonological forms. Since their
semantics are identical and they differ only in frequency of usage and
length, there is no reason for the articles to be differentially difficult to
integrate into a given sentence representation unless (i) ‘a’ is always
easier to integrate, because it is shorter and/or more frequent than ‘an’
in everyday usage, or, as we will maintain, (ii) comprehenders have
already (unconsciously) formed a higher, non-trivial expectation for
‘kite’ than for ‘airplane’.
If anticipation is an integral part of language processing, then it
should be reflected in the brain activity probed by the more and less
expected indefinite articles. If the amount of pre-activation is driven
strictly by word length or frequency, then whatever the ERP effect, it
would be context independent, with all examples of ‘a’ (versus ‘an’)
patterning together. Even if pre-activation is context dependent, the
brain may react to the anticipated article with one response and to
anything else with a different response, in a binary rather than a graded
fashion. Finally, we hypothesize that the language processor exploits
sentence context to probabilistically pre-activate possible continuations, consistent with constraint-based models; if so, the N400 should
respond to a degree that can be estimated from the article’s offline cloze
probability. In sum, no observable difference in the brain’s response to
more- versus less-expected articles would be a sharp blow to predictive
processing accounts, whereas a graded N400 effect correlated with the
article’s offline cloze probability would support incremental, predictive
processing that is sensitive to meaning-based constraints.
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bin was then calculated and correlated with mean ERP amplitude in the
N400 time window (200–500 ms) for articles and nouns separately.
Correlation coefficients (r-values) and percentage of variance explained
by offline probability (r2) were then calculated separately for all 26
electrode sites.
N400 effects and correlations
As expected, N400 amplitude decreased (became less negative) as noun
cloze probabilities increased (Fig. 1a). We replicated the well-known
correlation between N400 amplitude and offline cloze of the target
nouns (Fig. 1b), with correlation coefficients ranging from r ¼ 0.36
(not significant) to r ¼ –0.84 (P o 0.01) at various scalp sites (Fig. 1c).
Noun cloze probability thus accounted for up to 71% of variance in
brain activity between 200–500 ms after a noun’s appearance. Moreover, correlations peaked over posterior sites, where N400 amplitudes
are typically largest, whereas anterior sites (where visual N400s are
usually less prevalent) showed little if any evidence of similarly
correlated brain activity (Fig. 1c). These results were an important
precondition for analysis of the articles because they demonstrated that
the different degrees of constraint in these materials were reflected
in offline expectancies and N400 amplitude modulations in the usual
way. However, as previously noted, the noun correlation pattern does
not settle the question of prediction because high correlations could
reflect either the degree of pre-activation or the variance in the
integrability of the noun with the mental representation of the sentence
up to that moment.
To address the question of prediction directly we turned to the
correlation pattern of the target articles. Although article ERP waveforms were significantly smaller than those elicited by nouns, the
amplitude of the negativity in the N400 time window did indeed
vary as a function of article expectancy (Fig. 1a). Just as for the nouns,
the higher the article’s cloze probability, the smaller the ERP negativity
between 200–500 ms post-onset (Fig. 1b), with correlation coefficients
ranging from r ¼ 0.19 (not significant) to r ¼ 0.72 (P o 0.05) at
various recording sites (Fig. 1c). Moreover, maximum correlations
clustered over centroparietal sites, similar to nouns, albeit more
lateralized to the right (Fig. 1c and Supplementary Note online). So
at least over certain scalp areas, up to 52% of variance in article N400
amplitude was accounted for by the average probability that individuals
would continue the sentence context with that particular article offline.
DISCUSSION
By constructing sentence contexts that led to varying offline expectations for nouns beginning with vowel or consonant sounds, we could
assess the extent to which such expectations were formed online by
preceding the noun with the phonologically appropriate indefinite
article or the other semantically identical, sententially congruent but
phonologically inappropriate one. Similar to the nouns, the more
contextually unexpected an indefinite article was, the more negative the
ERP mean amplitude between 200–500 ms post-word onset (N400). In
other words, the brain’s response to the articles differed in a graded
fashion as a function of contextual constraint. Our results thus
demonstrate not only that readers can rapidly, incrementally integrate
incoming words into evolving mental sentence representations, but
that they do so in part by exploiting various constraining forces to form
probabilistic predictions of which specific words will come next. Here,
we clearly showed this for the target articles and nouns, although we
have no reason to assume the same would not hold for every word in a
sentence throughout the range of normal reading rates. Notably,
maximum correlations for both nouns and articles were not randomly
distributed across the scalp but rather clustered over centroparietal
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scalp sites (Fig. 1c) where previous reading studies have shown the
largest N400 effects. This topographical pattern indicated that the
values were not simply the spurious outcome of multiple testing at the
26 electrode sites.
In conducting the correlational analyses, we established the functional relationship of the negativity between 200–500 ms post-article
onset to the canonical N400 typically elicited by nouns and verbs.
Notably, we also demonstrated that this negativity indexed expectancy
for the eliciting article (and upcoming noun). Given that all articles
were grammatically and semantically congruent within their contexts
and that ‘a’ and ‘an’ have identical semantics, there was no reason for
either article type to have been any more or less difficult to integrate
into the sentence representation. Systematic variation in amplitude
of the ERP negativity in relation to offline article cloze probability
thus constitutes strong evidence that participants were indeed anticipating the phonological form of a particular noun and therefore had
formed expectations for one article type relative to the other and
seemed to experience some processing difficulty when the less-expected
article appeared.
Articles are relatively short; highly frequent; highly predictable as a
word class; not as semantically rich as nouns, verbs, adjectives or
adverbs and are often skipped over during natural reading28. In
addition to providing unequivocal evidence for lexically specific prediction, the article correlations are compelling evidence that articles,
too, are predicted and integrated with context in qualitatively similar
ways as nouns. For reasons not yet known, the correlations with offline
probability were on average lower for articles than for nouns (although
at some electrode sites, the two were statistically similar). Nonetheless,
the article correlations clearly demonstrated that prediction is not
limited to highly constraining contexts. We believe that this sort of
anticipation is an integral (perhaps inevitable) part of real-time
language processing and is likely to have a functional role, although
this has yet to be demonstrated.
Our findings thus suggest that individuals can use linguistic input to
pre-activate representations of upcoming words in advance of their
appearance. Exactly what informs these predictions, as well as the
neural mechanism for predictive language processing, are matters for
empirical and computational investigations. An open question, for
instance, is how the human sentence comprehension system handles
variation in natural input rates (for example, 2 to 3.5 words/s), and in
particular, whether the same (or different) mechanisms are engaged. In
line with most studies of comprehension that draw general conclusions
without systematically varying input rate, we assume that basic
language processing mechanisms do not vary fundamentally across
the range of normal input rates. This parsimonious assumption is
bolstered by results of N400 studies in which variation in presentation
rate showed no evidence for the engagement of qualitatively different
neural mechanisms29,30. Although the current study demonstrated
graded prediction only at the slower end of natural input rates, we
suggest that this conclusion may generalize to faster rates, given the
aforementioned arguments and ERP evidence for binary prediction
(expected versus unexpected) in natural speech26,27. Subsequent
experimentation will undoubtedly shed more light on these issues.
We propose that single words and combinations of words in a
sentence tap into and differentially activate information via semantic
memory, going beyond the immediate physical input. Semantic memory is presumed to include information about individual words as well
as world knowledge built up from experience of people, places, things
and events. We maintain that probabilistic pre-activation of particular
word forms follows the access of this experiential knowledge as a result
of linguistic input. Our observation of an ERP expectancy effect at the
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article leads us to conclude that predictions can be for specific
phonological forms—words beginning with either vowels or consonants. In this sense, we propose that prediction can be highly specific, at
least under some circumstances.
Our results are in line with a growing list of empirical studies
demonstrating that the brain’s language parser projects probabilistic
expectations about various aspects of linguistic processing during
online sentence comprehension tasks. Several studies suggest that the
parser uses constraints accruing as a sentence is analyzed word-by-word
to (i) compute likely relationships among referents in linguistic and
visual contexts (for example, upon hearing the word ‘eat’, a person is
likely to scan the environment for something edible)19, (ii) pre-activate
semantic features of categories (for example, expecting a particular
kind of tree pre-activates features of trees, even when not all trees would
be plausible in the sentence context)24 or (iii) anticipate various
syntactic aspects of to-be-presented material (for example, expecting
the grammatical gender of upcoming items in gender-marked languages such as Spanish or Dutch) during word-by-word reading and
natural speech25–27.
In particular, our study expands on findings from the aforementioned grammatical gender studies25,27 in which nouns were preceded
by words whose syntactic gender marking was inconsistent with that of
the ‘expected’ noun. Although both the gender studies and our study
used the same general logic, the differences in experimental manipulations, design and analyses lead to substantive differences in the
justifiable conclusions. Whereas the Spanish and Dutch studies utilized
pre-nominal gender marking on determiners and adjectives, respectively, our study relied upon a purely phonological (sound representation) relation between probed articles and upcoming nouns. Thus, our
observation of article ERP variation provides a strong test of whether
the language system predicts word forms with specific phonological
content (lexemes), instead of simply representations specifying words’
semantic and syntactic properties (lemmas). In addition, having tested
prediction with semantically identical ‘a’/‘an’ articles (function words)
instead of words richer in meaning (content words) such as adjectives,
we effectively counter the argument that the observed difference
between more- versus less-predictable articles reflects difficulty interpreting them. And perhaps most notably, only our study compares
brain activity elicited by a range of more- or less-predictable articles,
not simply most- versus least-expected. The article correlation findings
thus show for the first time that the language system does not simply
pre-activate a single word when its representation exceeds some threshold given a highly constraining context. Instead, a gradient of preactivation shows that the system makes graded predictions.
Our electrophysiological results extend previous prediction findings
in several other notable ways. First, they demonstrate that a candidate
entity (or its depiction) need not be physically present in order for the
brain to narrow the possibilities for likely continuations; rather, predictions can emerge on the basis of associations that form as sentential
context accrues. Second, our results illustrate that at least one subclass
of function words (which generally provide more grammatical structure than lexical meaning), indefinite articles, can be important in
building context and facilitating linguistic processing. This finding is
particularly relevant given the paucity of evidence in the comprehension literature about semantic context effects on function words31,32.
And finally, our findings unambiguously show that anticipatory processing can happen not only for conceptual or semantic features but
also for specific phonological word forms. In sum, although natural
language comprehension must occur over a range of input rates with a
nearly infinite number of possible word combinations, these factors do
not seem to prevent the brain from anticipating the most probable
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continuations for sentences in advance of the actual input. In this
regard, language comprehension appears to involve a special case of the
anticipatory behavior observed in other biological systems.
METHODS
Experimental design and materials. Stimuli consisted of 80 sentence contexts
with two possible target types: relatively expected and unexpected indefinite
article/noun pairs. Each article/noun pair served as a more- and less-expected
target in different contexts. Targets were sentence medial and congruent (that
is, no agreement violations such as ‘a airplane’). The 160 stimuli were divided
into two lists of 80 sentences, each participant viewing one list. Sentence
contexts and article/noun targets were used only once per list. Each list
contained equal numbers of relatively expected and unexpected targets as well
as ‘a’ and ‘an’ targets. One-quarter of sentences were followed by yes/no
comprehension questions, 94% of which were answered correctly by participants, on average (range, 88–100%).
Norming for articles and nouns was done with different groups of student
volunteers. Informed written consent was obtained from all norming (and
ERP) participants. For articles, cloze ratings were obtained from 30 participants
for 80 sentence contexts truncated before the target article. For nouns,
sentences were truncated after target articles, with two versions of each context
(160 sentences total): one with the more-probable article supplied, the other
with the less-probable article. Individual participants saw only one version,
with each normed by 30 participants.
Participants. Thirty-two volunteers (23 women) participated in the ERP
experiment for course credit or for cash. All were right-handed, native English
speakers with normal or corrected-to-normal vision, between 18–37 years
(mean, 21 years). Seven participants reported a left-handed parent or sibling.
Procedure. Volunteers were tested in a single session, with visual sentences
presented centrally, one word at a time (200-ms duration, 500-ms stimulus
onset asynchrony). The instructions were to read sentences for comprehension
and answer yes/no comprehension questions by pressing hand-held buttons.
The electroencephalogram (EEG) was recorded from 26 electrodes arranged
geodesically in an Electro-cap, each referenced online to the left mastoid. Blinks
and eye movements were monitored from electrodes placed on the outer canthi
and under each eye, referenced to the left mastoid. Electrode impedances were
kept below 5 KO. The EEG was amplified with Grass amplifiers with a bandpass of 0.01 to 100 Hz, continuously digitized at a sampling rate of 250 Hz.
Data analysis. Trials contaminated by eye movements, excessive muscle activity
or amplifier blocking were rejected offline before averaging; on average, 10.7%
of article trials and 11.4% of noun trials were rejected. Data with excessive
blinks were corrected using a spatial filter algorithm. A digital band-pass filter
set from 0.2 to 15 Hz was used on all data to reduce high-frequency noise. Data
were re-referenced offline to the algebraic sum of left and right mastoids and
averaged for each experimental condition, time-locked to the target article and
noun onsets.
Note: Supplementary information is available on the Nature Neuroscience website.
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